DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

BOYD, Randall Ian
Educational Studies
Dissertation: Welcome to the modern world, painted stick:
Postmodern magic in educational virtual reality

YUAN, Zhiyou
Forest Sciences
Dissertation: The Fine Root Dynamics After Stand-Replacing Fire
and Clearcutting in the Boreal Forest of Central Canada

MASTER OF ARTS

ABENEY, Akua Obesebea
Economics

ABDUL JABBAR, Wisam
English

CAMERON, Brandi
English

CHEUNG, Man Ching
Economics

EDWARDS, Caroline Elaine Brummer
English

FOURNIER, Landenne Rose
English

HORTON, Robert Animikii
Sociology
Thesis: A Seventh Fire Spark. Preparing the Seventh Generation:
What are the Education Related Needs and Concerns of Students
from Rainy River First Nations?

KENNEDY, Peter
English

KHUBYAR, Kaitlin
English

KOSORIS, Shauna Amber
English
LOVATO, Kristyn Maureen  
Sociology  
Thesis: Sex and Death in Modern America: Media as a Haven for Taboo Transgression

MOROSO, Ashley  
Economics

ROOTS, Katrin  
Sociology with Specialization in Women's Studies  
Thesis: Human Trafficking in Canada: Crisis or Confusion?: An Examination of Canada's Trafficking Legislation and the Development of a 'Social Crisis'

SALMI, Kirsti  
English

SERVAIS, Christopher  
English

WONG, Yu-Hin  
Economics

XU, Libo  
Economics

ZEREBESKI, Graham  
English

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

GALE, Norman Kevin

PLANTE, Shawn

RAPAI, Kylan

RASHID, Faisal

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT

LUHTALA, Wendy Christine

MASTER OF EDUCATION - Educational Studies

BAILEY, Louise Ella Ann
COLWELL, Danielle Elise

COSTELLO, Brooke
Thesis: Coming full circle: Non-Aboriginal teachers' narratives of their engagement in urban Aboriginal education

DUGAN, Darren James

HARWOOD, Janet
Thesis: Assistive Technology and the Self-Esteem of Students with Learning Disabilities

KUZMICH, Jennifer Frances

LEHTINEN, Diane Marie

MANITOWABI, Jennifer Hilda

RASLACK, Erin Lee

ROWAN, William Andrew

TWANCE, Yolanda Rose
Thesis: Who We Are Is Where We Come From: A Historical Curriculum Resource for The Pic Mobert First Nation

WAWIA, Melody Stephanie

ZULIANELLO, Colin

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES in NATURE-BASED RECREATION and TOURISM

JOHANSEN, Kelsey MacLeod
Thesis: THE EFFECTIVENESS of ENVIRONMENTAL COMMUNICATION with SCUBA DIVERS: A Case Study Comparing the Curricula of BSAC, PADI, and SSI Entry-Level Certification Courses

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES in NORTHERN ENVIRONMENTS and CULTURES

ADAMS, Matthew David
Thesis: Local Variation of Trace Element Concentrations in Usnea subfloridana

MCCOLM, Karen Lindsay
Thesis: A Cartographic Analysis of Ecological Boundary Symbology

PETRONE REITBERGER, Elysia
Thesis: Aboriginal Consultation for the Ontario Mining Act Modernization Process: Varying Perspectives on Whether the Consultation Process Works

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

AMRI, Denise
Public Health

BEREFO, Eliezer Kwame
Public Health

CANCELLIERE, Carolina
Health Studies
Thesis: Are Workplace Promotion/Wellness Programs Effective at Improving Presenteeism (On-the-Job Productivity) in Workers? A Systematic Review and Best Evidence Synthesis of the Literature

COLE, Fiona
Health Studies

DOCHERTY, Andrea Louise
Health Studies

EVERETT, Eric Michael
Health Studies
Thesis: Practicing the Public Good: Exploring Ethical Issues in Public Health Practice

KELLY, Ekaterina
Public Health
Specialization in Gerontology

LAMBERT-BELANGER, Anik
Public Health
Specialization in Gerontology

LE, Sheila
Public Health

LETT, A. Bridget
Health Studies

MCWHIRTER, Darcy Diane
Health Studies
MIREKU, Benjamin  
Public Health  
Specialization in Gerontology

PERCIVAL, Ashley Emma-Rose  
Health Studies

POLITIS, Christopher  
Public Health

TEHSEEN, Aisha  
Public Health

WOODFORD, Tracy Michelle  
Health Studies  
Thesis: Through the Eyes of Single Mothers: Postpartum Depression and Perceptions of Risk

MASTER OF SCIENCE

BATES, Gregory James  
Physics

BISHOP, C J Harvey  
Experimental Psychology  
General Experimental Stream  
Thesis: Does Mortality Salience Play a Role in Homosexuality?

GAUTHIER, Isabelle P  
Physics  
Thesis: Positron/Electron Annihilation via the Two-Photon Pathway

KOLB, Maura J  
Geology  
Thesis: A microstructural study of Musselwhite Mine and Hammond Reef shear-zone-hosted gold deposits

MISENER, Eric Edward  
Biology  

ROGERS, Kyle  
Biology  
Thesis: The Influence of Wetlands and Watershed Geology on Lake Chemistry of Five Remote Lakes in Northwestern Ontario
SECORD, Scott
Geology
Thesis: Geochemistry and Au Mineralization within the
Kakagi-Rowan Lakes Greenstone Belt: A Study of the Angel
Hill Gold Zone

SHANKIE, Simon John
Geology
Thesis: Assessment of Permeable Reactive Barriers for Sulphate
Reduction at the Former Steep Rock Iron Mine Site, Atikokan,
Ontario

SWEET, Gabriel
Geology
Thesis: Magmatic Evolution and Alteration Geochemistry of
the Black Mountain Southeast Porphyry Copper-Gold
Deposit, Baguio Mineral District, Luzon, Philippines

THOMAS, Dave Andrew John
Computer Science

VALIUNAS, Jonas
Physics
Thesis: Tunable high-power fiber laser and its application to
produce Brillouin fiber lasers

WEISBORD, Cassidy
Biology
Thesis: Chemoreception in invasive rusty crayfish (Orconectes
rusticus): learning and adaptation in aquatic ecosystems of
Northwestern Ontario

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING

DONG, Lin
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: Peak Power Analysis of MC-CDMA Employing Golay
Complementary Sequences

HAFEEZ, Muhammad
Control Engineering
Thesis: Self Tuned NFC and Adaptive Hysteresis Based
DTC Scheme for IM Drive

HOBSON, Dexter
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: Dual-modality Image Guided High Intensity Focused Ultrasound Device Design for Prostate Cancer: A Numerical Study

KUO, Kuan-Liang Francis
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: Analysis of Improvement for Turn on/off Performance of the MOSFET Gate Drive Waveform

LI, Guo
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: Survivable Multipath Provisioning Schemas in Mesh Transport Networks

XU, Hui
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: Nonlinear Transient Analysis Based On Wave Digital Filters

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

HOMAGAIN, Krishnahari
Thesis: Economic Analysis of Vegetation Management Alternatives in Ontario

SYMONDS, Joel Thomas
Thesis: Moisture reduction and nutrient retention associated with field-drying forest harvest residues on clearcut sites in northwestern Ontario, Canada

TANNEY, Joey
Thesis: The Antifeedant Action of Climacodon Septentrionalis and Two Species of Sphaerobolus To Hyphal Grazing By The Fungus-Feeding Nematode Aphelenchoides SP

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

GABRIEL, Kaili Dawn

LEBLANC, Heather Aileen

MCANULTY, Jessica
Specialization in Gerontology
Thesis: An Assessment of the Organizational Infrastructure Gaps, Barriers and Enablers to Developing Formal Palliative Care Programs in LTC Homes: A Comparative Study of Two Long-Term Care Homes in Northern Ontario
SAWULA, Silva Josephine

SERENKO, Natalia
Thesis: Measuring Patients' Perceptions of Privacy and Its Outcomes in Health Care

STIRRETT, Leslie Ann Lindeman

TIERNAN, Megan Maureen